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debted to Michael Wieland for calling this to our atten-
tion.

Different solutions to Pfaff's problem are canonical-
ly equivalent.

~ The difficulties in relativistic statistical mechanics

as a consequence of the lack of a suitable mechanical
foundation have been emphasized by P. Havas, in Sta-
tistical Mechanics of Equilibrium and Nonequilibrium,
edited by J. Meixner (North-Holland Publishing Com-
pany, Amsterdam, 1965).
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The series of closely related phenomena known

as stimulated Raman, Brillouin, and Rayleigh-
wing scattering and beam trapping have given
rise to a large number of interesting results.
We consider here another related phenomenon
of stimulated light scattering which involves
a stimulated four-photon or light-by-light pro-
cess (briefly discussed previously') with zero
or near-zero frequency shift. This process
will be shown to have some a,spects not discussed
previously and will be shown further to play
a significant role in nonlinear processes in
liquids.

The intensity-dependent dielectric constant'
or third-order susceptibility responsible for
the coupling of the waves in this process can
be considered to have two parts, one part which
can respond to sum frequencies and depends
for its size on nearby two-photon states (e.g. ,
electronic) and another part which can respond
to difference frequencies and depends for its
size on nearby Raman states (e.g. , acoustical,
rotational, and vibrational). The latter part
is usually dominant because of near resonance
of difference frequencies with low-lying exci-
tations. We pay particular attention to the mole-
cular-orientation Kerr effect.

Consider the interaction of two plane light
waves in a medium with an intensity-dependent
refractive index. For these two waves the to-
tal electric field is E =F,,+E„where

E =-',1S.exp[i(k. .r.—&u.t)]+c.c.) (i =0, 1). (1)
2

'
2 2 2

We assume Eo is a strong incident wave and

E, is a weak scattered wave. Let us for the
present consider only the degenerate case co,
= co~. The intensity-dependent part of the di-
electric constant is given by

sn =an n.n =-e2l S01'/4n0,
weak strong 2 0

where no is the zero-field index of refraction.

(4)

ae =e,E =-', e,[ISpl +(S,S,*e +c.c.)], (2)

where we assume e, & 0 and real, and where

q =k,-k, . Also, we have neglected higher or-
der terms in S, as well as terms oscillating
at 2', . The second term indicates that station-
ary periodic layers are set up in the medium
which can produce reflections in a manner sim-
ilar to the Raman-Nath effect. The change in
e gives rise to an induced nonlinear polariza-
tion wave, which to first order in the weak
wave is

Z ~=(~,/8~)(IS, I (E, +2E,)
2

, [S 2S ~ i(k, +q) r-i~pt

The terms containing I SpI' correspond to changes
in phase velocity of the strong and weak waves,
respectively: There is no energy transferred
to either wave from these terms since the po-
larization waves are in phase with their respec- '

tive fields. Note that the weak wave has an
additional increase in refractive index
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Consequently, there exists an additional length-
ening of the weak-wave propagation vector hk
=b, n(&o,/c) (weak-wave retardation).

The last term in (3) represents a polariza-
tion wave with a wave vector k, +q which should
radiate. Hence, if we add a second weak wave

E2 to the total field, where E2 =2h2exp(ik, r-icuot)
+ c.c., it will be possible to amplify this wave
if k, =k, +q and if the phase of this wave is prop-
erly chosen. Because of the additional length-
ening of the wave vectors of the weak waves,
k, and k, are not necessarily collinear with

k, . The power transferred into E, is

(5)

where the last equality indicates that power
is also transferred symmetrically into E, .
The power gain will be positive if the phases
y, and y, of the fields Si = [ hi i exp(iyi) are
chosen so that 7t & 2yp-p, -y, & 0. The maximum
power transfer from the strong wave to the
weak occurs when 2(pp py p2 z7T The last
term in (3), the cross coupling term, may al-
so contribute additional weak-wave retardation
or advancement, depending on the phases of
the waves. However, for maximum energy
transfer the cross coupling term does not con-
tribute to a change in the phase velocity of eith-
er weak wave. Note that in order to phase match
in the forward direction (i.e., k„k„and k,
are collinear), the weak-wave retardation must
be cancelled by an advancement due to the cross
coupling term. To achieve this, however, the

phases must be chosen so that 2+p (py cp2 ~p

in which case the energy transfer is zero. Be-
cause of the weak-wave retardation, the weak
waves in the maximum-energy-transfer case
travel at angles

with respect to the strong wave. Note that this
angle is equal to the critical angle. '

The threshold condition is found from the
requirement that for net gain in either weak
wave

(7)

weak waves, we find that the threshold is

The gain per unit length is g= 4nhn/X„where
A.p is the wavelength of the incident light in vac-
uo.

A typical threshold, evaluated with /, =l, =10
cm, e, =7.5x10 "esu (Kerr effect in CS,),
and A., = 6943 A, is 9 MW/cm'. The gain at an
intensity of 100 MW/cm' is 1.1 cm ', which
is comparable with the stimulated Raman gain
of 1 cm ' for CS, for the same laser intensity.
For this intensity the optimum angle of emis-
sion eopt is 2.8x10 ' rad.

The above analysis can easily be generalized
to the case where the two weak waves E, and

E, have different frequencies ~, and ~» where
(0p c0y 0 (4)2 (Jop In the expression for the
threshold (8) and the gain, X,' is replaced by

Xykp This implies the pos sibility of a four-
photon parametric oscillator" whenever there
exists a real y"'=e, /4w.

Stimulated light-by-light scattering and its
associated weak-wave retardation strongly
influences stimulated Rayleigh-wing scatter-
ing, a consideration which has not been includ-
ed in previous treatments. ' The fact that both
scattering processes have large gains in the
near-forward direction, where Stokes-anti-
Stokes coupling can occur, requires a simul-
taneous treatment of the two processes. Using
the coupled wave approach, ' let us investigate
the interaction of the three waves E„E„and
E, given by (1). As before we assume that $0
» S„S„sothat the weak waves affect only

negligibly the strong wave in the process of
interaction. Hence 8, will be considered a
constant.

The specific form of intensity-dependent di-
electric change responsible for stimulated Ray-
leigh-wing scattering, assuming a simple ori-
entational relaxation time 7., is'

S,~h, -iQt+iq r
+ c.c.

1-zQT

where l~ is the decay length. For the case of
resonators, l =L;(1-R,) ', where L is the

cavity length and Rg is the ref lectivity of the
mirrors. Combining these conditions for both

where q and 0 have been defined previously.
This dielectric constant modulates the total
field E = Ep+E, +E~ to produce polarization source
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terms which drive the wave equation as follows:

x 1 1z dz 2c'—

1
X 1+iQT' (1O)

2

-k 'S *-2 k ' =- ' ' (IS I2S ++S *'S }x 2 2z dz 2c' 0 2 0 1
1

x 1+ig7'

where we have chosen

(d. E IS0 g.

k. '--, ——,&u. '=0 (i =1, 2),
zz c 2c g

(12)

where g =k /ko and where we have assumed
Q/w, «1. The gain is given by g= -2Imy
the maximum of which for all 0 occurs at eopt
given by (6). The gain at the optimum angle
ls

and where we have assumed that S„S,are slow-
ly varying functions of z, the direction of prop-
agation of the strong wave (a good approxima-
tion when k~, g«ko). The boundary conditions
are determined at the plane z =0. Because of
wave-vector matching, kz =01& = -kp . Sub-
stitution of trial solutions h, =S„st&s and S,*
= S,o e'& gives eigenvalues

ek„, s, I S„l'
2 Eo 1 +ZQT

propagation. The maximum gain for the degen-
erate or near-degenerate case (QT «1) in (14)
is twice as large as the maximum stimulated
Rayleigh-wing gain without coupling to the anti-
Stokes wave [QT =1 in (15)]. This is due to the
fact that for Rayleigh-wing scattering, Max Ime,
=-,' Max Rem, . The opposite ratio holds for the
usual Raman effect, where the linewidth is much
smaller than the Raman frequency. This arises
from the fact that the frequency dependence
of the real and imaginary parts of the nonlin-
ear susceptibility y"' in Rayleigh-wing scatter-
ing is inter changed from that for Raman scat-
tering. Clearly, from the figure, the gain is
maximum near 8 =0, implying that the coupling
to the anti-Stokes wave actually enhances the
Stokes gain in contrast to the stimulated Raman
case, ' an inelastic process, where the coupling
to the anti-Stokes wave near the phase-matched
angle greatly depresses the gain. The maximum
in the gain in the figure is due to light-by-light
scattering (an elastic process).

The asymmetry ratio p for Stokes to anti-
Stokes at the optimum angle is

I S„I'-I S„I'
opt IS„I'+IS I' [1+(nT)']'" (16)

Although the above results are strictly valid
for weak beams which affect negligibly the strength
of the strong incident beam, it is interesting

=(k s IS I'/2s )(1+n'T')-'"
opt 0 2

= (4w/z )an(1+0'T') '"
0

(i4)

[.0

which gives the result given after (8) when Q

=0. It should also be noted that when 0 =0,
Eg. (13) reduces to a result found recently by
Bespalov and Talanov. " A plot of gain versus
angle for various values of QT is given in Fig. 1.
At large angles the anti-Stokes wave is decou-
pled from the Stokes wave, and hence we ex-
pect that the Stokes gain becomes independent
of angle as is verified by the figure as well as
by the asymptotic form of (13) for large angles,

75
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Although our above approximations are not val-
id at very large angles (k~ =ko), Eg. (15) is
nevertheless the correct expression at very
large angles for the gain in the direction of

FIG. 1. Plot of gain versus angle for several values
of Q 7. Using Eq.. (13), the gain is given by g = (1/W2)
xk&8([(g 82)2+(&Q~) j~~ +(6—8 )) ~~ where 6 = e2IS I /
[so(1+Q 7' )1. Also gmax=koe2[SOI 2/(2eo). The enve-
lope of these curves is found by setting Qw= 0 for e- (2) 8opt and by setting Q ~= [(48 -3e2ISOI /e)/48
—e2ISOI /eo)] for 8~ (—) 8opt'
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to connect the results (when 0 =P) to the self-
focusing and the self-trapping of strong beams,
where the exact nonlinear problems have been
solved numerically. Beam self-focusing can
be considered a self-pumped version of light-
by-light scattering where the Fourier compo-
nents of the beam, traveling close to the for-
ward direction, scatter into components at larger
angles and thereby decrease the beam size.
For a Gaussian beam of diameter d, we take
k~d =2/d as the dominant Fourier component.
Then, if k~d «(e2ISpI /sp)kp', we obtain from
(13) the focusing distance zf =1/(-2Imy )
= —z'd(e2ISpI'/sp) '" as the distance at which
we expect marked intensification of the center
of the beam.

Self-trapping can be viewed as the steady-
state limit of light-by-light scattering, where
the various Fourier components lose as much
as they gain by scattering and diffracting into
each other. Following Bespalov and Talanov,
if we set Bo t =ecrit =k~/kp, where k~ =1.22
x (n/d), then (6) can be rewritten as' Pcrit
= (1.22')'c/(128n 2) .

Furthermore, the case in which a beam is
initially a weak perturbation on a strong back-
ground wave can lead to growth and containment
of the weak beam and is likely related to the
recently observed small-scale trapping. " Hence
frequency smearing associated with a combina-
tion of four-photon and stimulated Rayleigh-
wing scattering is likely to occur along with
small-scale trapping.

An experimental arrangement for detecting
light-by-light scattering could consist of send-
ing a strong laser beam into a medium with
a large Kerr effect (e.g. , CS,) accompanied
by a weak beam at +eopt and detecting the gen-
eration of another weak beam at eopt. To
demonstrate exponential gain, it would be de-
sirable to detect a threshold in an experimen-
tal arrangement utilizing one or two off-axis
resonators" at ~eopt.
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